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“We believe preserving old buildings 

is a beautiful, economically sound 

and sustainable way to improve our 

communities and make the most of 

our unique assets…” 

Preservation Alliance of MN



LIFE CYCLE COST SAVINGS

Non-Disposable Buildings

Cost Savings, Value and Efficiency      
are in the Reuse of Existing Structures

Low lifetime maintenance costs

“Preservation is the Queen of Green, 
Old is the New Green”

St. Paul Building Exec Suites, 6 East 5th Street Saint Paul, MN

The Greenest Buildings Today are Those 
Already Built

Saving Existing Buildings Preserves our 
Heritage and Strengthens the Cultural 
Fabric of the Communities 



LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

1. Recognize the historic, economic and cultural value of 

preserving, repurposing and maintaining existing buildings

2. Review how have masonry preservation philosophy and 

practice evolved in the past 5 years

3. Learn how timely selection of the proper testing and material 

availability affects project phasing and overall schedule

4. Understand the difference in designing for restoration or 

conversion project in comparison to new construction and 

how best prepare for the unforeseen conditions, recognizing 

early signs of potential problems

5. Examine how to restore a unique historic building using new 

techniques and materials without changing the look of the 

building

6. Recognize the importance of getting owner to complete as 

much front end exploratory and assessment work prior to 

bidding, to reduce change orders and project delays





How Has Masonry 
Preservation Changed?

Philosophical Changes









Things stay the same

Understand construction and 
cause for the problem













But masonry-specific 

things change, too











Technologies change, too





















Sample testing methodology

• Choose Sample (some have two)

• Reduce it to aggregate/powder 

• Weigh it

• Separate out the aggregate, wash 

if desired

• Weigh it (you will get the 

paste/aggregate proportion)

• Assess aggregate

• Put sample through sieve

• Weigh each component 

• Compare it to existing sand if 

available











Look for the simple solution









Controlling change orders due 
to unforeseen conditions



Using new materials and techniques to restore older structures



But first…Categories of Repairs



Restoration:

• “Depicts a property at a particular period in its 
history, while removing evidence of other periods.” 
Preservation Briefs

• By definition, most projects do not fall into this 
category.

• Tuckpointing

• Demolition of areas

• Rebuilding of areas

• Patching

• May need SHPO approval



Rehabilitation:

• “Acknowledges the need to alter 
or add to a historic property to meet 
continuing changing uses while 
retaining the property’s historic 
character.”  preservation brief

• Tuckpointing

• Replacement

• Patching

• Blending of new and old materials

• May need SHPO approval



Repair:

The action of mending or fixing 
something

• Flashing Repair

• Brick Replacement

• Window Replacement

• Steel Replacement



Maintenance

Upkeep of a property or equipment

• Tuckpointing

• Caulking

• Façade material repair

We do this to prevent restoration and/or repair



Controlling change orders due to unforeseen 
conditions

• Owner input

• Assessment of the building

• Predesign Inspections



Gathering as much information as possible to assist in a 
more defined specification.

The Owner wants? or needs?



Controlling change orders due to unforeseen 
conditions

• Owner input

• Assessment of the building

• Predesign Inspections



Repurpose?



Façade 
Problems

Water leaks
Efflorescence
Spalling brick
Cracking
Structural issues



Repairs or General 
Maintenance?

• Deteriorated joints

• Broken Brick

• Peeling paint

• Caulking



Assessment of the 
building                                                                                                                     

• Type of construction

• Height

• Are original plans 
available?

• What materials were 
used in the construction

• How is the building 
being used or going to 
be used.



Type of Construction

Solid Masonry Wall? Cavity Wall?



Height
After the first few feet you’re making educated 

guesses as to conditions



Are the original plans 
available?



Building Materials



Mortar
• Very important component of a masonry building

• Holds the masonry units in place

• Should be the sacrificial component of the wall



Brick

• How old is the building?

• Most brick within the last 50 years are a 
modular size

• Colors and shades change



Stone 

• What type of stone is it

• All stone weathers differently.



Block or Stand up plank



Case in Point-
Terra Cotta  Soo Line City Apartments

• 2200 + Pieces of terra cotta

• 12 different Shapes

• 12 month schedule from start to finish

• 102 Days for shipping of Terra Cotta from approval 
of shop drawings.

• Material was ordered 6 months in advance of start

• An additional 420 pieces were found to need 
replacement in May, project was to be completed 
by November.

• Additional cost of approximately $80,000.00 to re 
rig the swing stages for access.

• Engineer completed the inspection from the ground 
and looking out windows, per owners instruction



Predesign 
Inspections

• Rigging of the building with swing stage

• Using a Ground supported lift

• Ground Observations

• Inspection openings

• Material Testing



Swing Stage
• Most Costly

• Can access upper reaches of the building.

• For multi story buildings most in depth 
inspection.



Ground Lift
• Quick set up

• Limited access to heights

• Mobile



Ground Observations
• Least effective on taller buildings

• Least expensive.

• Issues /damage may not be visible.



Inspection Openings

• Identify the as-built conditions

• Identify source of a problem

• Size of opening can vary



Material Testing

• Identify right materials

• Identify the correct procedures



Using New Materials and Techniques to 
restore older buildings.

• Lovness Residence





Studio





Cottage





Minnesota State Capitol



Gaustavino tile patching



Summary

• Not all owners will be agreeable to anything but a ground inspection.  But it is in 
their best interest to know the ramifications of a limited inspection.

• The cost for an on site assessment can run from $2,000-$40,000 or more, much 
depends on the size of the project.

• Even with original plans, there are still many unknowns. The as-built condition 
may not match the plan.

• Many repairs can be accomplished with new materials.  This saves the cost of 
replacement and preserves the original material as much as possible.

• When putting plans together stay away from “AS NECESSARY”
• Define quantities
• Highlight area
• Anything to help get “apple to apple” bids
• Always carry a contingency for unknowns. And there will be unknowns.

The more you know, the more detailed the plan, the less potential for change orders .





What Architects Must Know

About  Masonry Restoration

& Preservation



Ford Center



Occupied vs. Vacant



What’s Going On Here?

LINTELS



Parapet



Water Tables



Arches



Unforeseen Conditions



Review Plan Details



Test Opening



Make Your Plan



Execute The Plan



Union Depot



What Trades Will Be Coordinating?



What Material Do We Need?



Cleaning Samples



Marble



Brick



Indiana Limestone



Mortar Sample Review



Terra Cotta



Terra Cotta Samples



Finished Product



QUESTIONS?


